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The Charlie sneakers  feature 90 percent recycled and bio-sourced materials . Image courtesy of Louis  Vuitton
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French fashion label Louis Vuitton is debuting a unisex sneaker made with recycled and bio-sourced materials in a
show of sustainable innovation.

The Charlie sneakers are described as an "eco-conception" with 90 percent recycled and bio-sourced materials,
including Econyl, a popular recycled nylon among luxury brands. The sneakers Louis Vuitton's first unisex kicks
will launch this November.

Eco-responsible sneakers
The unisex Charlie sneakers will be available sizes 34 to 47, or sizes 3 to 13 in the United States, in low and high-top
versions for versatility.

Designed and created in Louis Vuitton's Italian shoe workshop, the Charlie prominently features the LV monogram
on its side, with a modified, circular-inspired monogram on the shoe tongue. The iconic house symbols are
featured on the back of the sneakers.

Econyl a 100 percent recycled and 100 percent recyclable nylon made with nylon waste is used on the back of the
sneakers and for the house's signature. The upper part of the shoes is made with smooth and grained synthetic
material, consisting of recycled polyester and corn-based plastic Biopolioli.
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The low top Charlie sneakers . Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

The sneakers' soles are made with at least 94 percent recycled rubber while still being shock-absorbing and supple.
Recycled polyurethane and polyester are used for the inside sole and lining.

Louis Vuitton applied these eco-responsible principles to the packaging of the Charlie as well.

The updated packaging will use Tencel-branded fibers, which originate from renewable wood sources, to protect
the sneakers. The shoebox is made of 100 percent recycled cardboard and can become a bag with a Tencel handle,
extending the lifecycle of about 70 percent of the materials for the two sizes of shoe boxes.

To further minimize the environmental impact, Louis Vuitton also used plant-based inks on the shoebox as well as
raw kraft paper inside.

Last month, Italian fashion label Gucci introduced its first three sneaker models made with Demetra.

Demetra is up to 77 percent plant-based with renewable and bio-based raw materials including viscose, from
sustainably-managed forest sources; wood pulp compound and bio-based polyurethane from renewable sources,
such as 100 percent GMO-free wheat or corn from Europe (see story).
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